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The growing need of miniaturization of materials to the nano-scale levels, driven mainly 
by the electronic and biomedical industries, has created a need to understand the 
various physical properties of the materials at these levels.  Amongst them thermal 
transport is an important physical property to be understood. The current research work 
is a step towards the same where we try to understand the thermal conductance of 
pristine Amorphous Silicon (a-Si) junctions (nano-wires) based upon the expectation 
values provided by the methods of Non Equilibrium Green’s Function (NEGF).  
Amorphous Silicon has extraordinary potential for applications in Solar cells and in 
various other microelectronics industries. Hence a rigorous understanding of its 
properties at nano scale levels is highly indispensable.  
The fundamental assumption that has been made in this work is that, thermal 
conductance in a-Si is mainly due to the phonons (also known as lattice vibration). The 
second assumption is that the phonons travel through these nano scale a-Si systems 
ballistically without any interaction. The ballistic transport gains high importance when 
the system size becomes very small (of the order of the wave length of phonons) and 
also at low temperatures (when the wavelength of the phonons is large).  This work 
comprises of two important steps. The first step is to develop a realistic model of a-Si. 
This is followed by the definition of the governing Hamiltonian, the thermal current (I) and 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????.
The first step in the project is to create a model of a-Si junction connected to two semi-
infinite leads of Crystalline Silicon (c-Si). There has been no successful ab initio attempt 
to define the potential between the constituent particles of a-Si. However, one of the 
most successful empirical formulations of the potential is the Stillinger-Weber (S-W) 
Potential. The S-W potential can effectively describe the properties of silicon in all its 
three different states (crystalline, amorphous and liquid). This potential has been 
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employed in this work. The a-Si model is created by melting the c-Si and then 
performing a simulated quench of the liquid silicon. The algorithm that is used for this 
purpose is a variant of the Monte-Carlo technique called the Metropolis Algorithm. The 
above mentioned quench is performed under a constant volume condition. 
The second stage of this project was to define the Hamiltonian of the system and its 
corresponding equations and solutions using NEGF. The system comprises of an a-Si 
center part which in turn is connected to two semi infinite c-Si leads. The c-Si leads are 
assumed to be semi-infinite and are maintained at different temperatures. Due to the 
difference in the temperature, heat current flows through the a-Si junction which 
connects the leads. Since the leads are semi-infinite, the entire system is at steady state 
(time invariant) condition. The Hamiltonian is first defined for such a system, assuming 
no non-linear effects. This is followed by the definition of the Green’s function.  The 
energy current (or the heat current) I, which flows from the left lead to the center and 
from the center to the right lead is defined. This is based on assumption that the 
phonons travel ballistically through the system. The thermal conductance (?) of the a-Si 
junction is defined. Then, the expectation values provided by NEGF are used to solve 
the energy current equation and to calculate the thermal conductance (?). The final 
formulation of I and ????????????? ????? ??? ????????Landauer formulation for ballistic 
transport of electrons. The thermal conductance (?) that is obtained, in this case would 
be the maximum possible conductance under the specific conditions.
The thermal conductance and the transmission coefficient obtained for these amorphous 
systems are in turn compared with the other values in the literature pertaining to both c-
Si and a-Si nano structures. As expected the value of ? of a-Si is less when compared to 
its crystalline counterpart due to the lack of long range order. ????????????????????????????
low for smaller systems at low temperatures. This can be attributed to the high reflection 
of phonons by the smaller systems. However there is no experimental evidence till date 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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high value even at lower temperatures. Further it increases initially very slowly at very 
low temperatures and then it increases rapidly for intermediate temperatures and at high 
temperatures it increases very slowly towards a steady value. This is in tune with the 
observed phenomenon in the actual a-??? ????????? ???? ?????? ??? ?? ?????????? ?????
increasing cross sectional area. The value of ?? ??? ?????? ??? ????????? ????? ???????????
length of the system. ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
same cross section remains the same except when the systems become too long. The 
results obtained from this calculation agree qualitatively with the observed phenomenon 
in actual a-Si nano scale systems.
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11. Introduction
1.1. Introduction to thermal transport
The real need to understand heat, its transport and dynamics began during the 17th and 
the 18th century during the period of the Industrial Revolution in Europe. The 
extraordinary works of the great minds like Carnot, Joule and Rankine formulated the 
laws of thermodynamics which had been one of the few ideas in physics that have 
remained unchanged for more than two centuries. The study of thermal transport in 
materials also has a long history which begins with the phenomenal piece of work by 
Joseph Fourier, who presented the phenomenological equation, famously called as 
Fourier's Law of Heat Conduction given by
J Tσ= − ∇ . (1.1)
Here J is the heat current that flows through a unit area of the material, 
T∇ is the temperature gradient across two points in the material and 
σ is the thermal conductivity of the material. 
If the system is isotropic, then σ is a scalar quantity. But if the system is anisotropic then 
it is a tensor.
Numerous attempts have been made in the recent past to understand the thermal 
transport in materials from an atomistic point of view. One of the most important works 
amongst them is the Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE) [1, 2], which has been one of 
the standard approaches in understanding thermal transport in mesoscopic systems.
However, nanoscale systems pose a unique problem and there are various limitations in 
using the BTE to understand their thermal transport behavior. Hence a more 
fundamental atomistic model needs to replace BTE in order to understand the thermal 
transport in nanostructures.  Molecular Dynamics (MD) is one approach which can be 
used to understand the thermal behavior of the materials at higher temperature, as MD 
2can handle non linear interactions well to a good extent [3, 4].  However MD cannot be 
used when the system’s size become very small, of the order of the mean free path of 
the phonons and under low temperatures when quantum effects become more 
pronounced [4]. This is mainly due to the fact that the uncertainty is more pronounced 
in small systems whose mass is tending towards that of an atom. Also in small systems 
the expectation value of the operators is significantly different from that of the classically 
predicted values.
The Non Equilibrium Green's Function (NEGF) method is a successful approach that 
had been used in the recent past to calculate heat transport across a nano scale 
junction. Unlike the Molecular Dynamics, NEGF is an exact formulism based on first-
principles considerations. Hence the method can be applicable to most physical models. 
NEGF had been previously used extensively to calculate electronic transport [5] and its 
applicability to phonon transport have been realized only recently. Initially used to 
calculate only ballistic and linear interactions [6, 7], NEGF can now handle non linear 
interactions by treating the non linearity perturbatively or through a mean field 
approximation [8, 9]. Because of its exact formulism and atomistic approach, NEGF is 
used in this work to calculate the thermal conductance (?) of Amorphous Silicon. 
1.2. Introduction to Amorphous Silicon (a-Si) and its thermal 
behaviour
Amorphous Silicon (a-Si) is one of the three variants of silicon that exists in solid form, 
the other two being Crystalline Silicon (c-Si) and Para crystalline Silicon (pc-Si). It can be 
prepared by heating Si beyond its melting point and then cooling the molten Si 
drastically by a quenching procedure. The solidified Si is then annealed in order to 
remove the excessive defects. The resultant form of Si is the a-Si. Most of the Si atoms 
in the a-Si are tetrahedrally bonded to other Si atoms. But this tetrahedral structure is of 
short range order and does not extend to long distances as in case of c-Si. Also there 
3are a considerable number of atoms which have only three neighboring atoms, which 
results in an extra unbounded electron commonly called as dangling bond. These 
dangling bonds are generally pacified using hydrogen. It is also not uncommon to see 
atoms which have five neighbors in the a-Si [11]. 
Many potential applications have been identified for a-Si since the beginning of the
twenty first century. a-Si has been used as an active layer in Thin Film Transistors 
(TFTs) which are an indispensable component in various electronic products. Also the 
growing need and urge to find optimized alternate and renewable sources of energy has 
put a-Si in limelight. Due to its unique properties, a-Si has huge potential to be used in 
thin film solar cells and to tap solar energy for various purposes [12].  Due to the above 
mentioned potential for a-Si in various applications, it becomes important to understand 
the properties of a-Si especially at nano scale levels. Amongst the thermal properties in 
particular, thermal conductance is an important property that needs to be understood.  
Historically, understanding the thermal conductivity of bulk a-Si, especially at lower 
temperatures had always been a challenge from a pure theoretical perspective. The 
initial experimental works on thermal conductivity σ of a-Si [13, 14] have shown that σ
of a-Si can be divided into three regimes: 
• At very low temperatures, where only low energy vibrations are present, thermal 
conductivityσ is directly proportional to T1.8. This phenomenon is observed in 
almost all amorphous materials.
• At slightly higher temperatures, typically around 10K – 50K, there is a plateau 
region. 
• For temperature above 50K, theσ rises smoothly to reach a T-independent 
saturated value.
The standard tunneling model [15, 16], explains the temperature dependence of σ at 
very low temperatures. This model attributes these phenomena to the motion of atoms 
between states separated by low tunneling barriers. This in turn leads to a constant 
4spectral density of Two-Level Systems (TLS). Despite the success of this model, it 
cannot completely explain the physical mechanism that causes the correct temperature 
dependence. However, recent experimental evidence [17,18] show that a-Si thin films, 
unlike the other amorphous material, has neither a TLS state nor does it have a flat 
plateau for temperature between the 10K to 50K region.  Such contradictory 
experimental results have pushed for a need for deeper understanding of the thermal 
properties exhibited by a-Si. Also interestingly there have been very few atomistic 
simulations of thermal properties of a-Si [19, 20] and none for a-Si nano-wires systems. 
This lack of a clear understanding of the thermal properties of a-Si especially as nano-
wires motivated us to take up this work, on atomistic simulation of the a-Si, using the 
exact formalism of NEGF.
1.3. Objective of this research
The motivation of this particular research project is to perform an atomistic simulation in 
order to understand the thermal conductance (?) of a-Si nano-wires. In order to perform 
this atomistic simulation, we employ the Non Equilibrium Green's Function (NEGF) 
technique. Unlike many other atomistic simulations, the NEGF formulism is exact and 
based on first principles. Though NEGF had been used by researchers recently to 
understand the thermal transport of crystalline nano structures, [21], no work has yet 
been done to calculate the thermal transport of pristine amorphous Si systems. 
The pristine a-Si system is a poor conductor of electricity (since there are no dopants, 
there are no free electrons or holes to travel across the specimen). Hence most of heat 
transport across a-Si happens through phonons. Phonons are quantized lattice 
vibrations which transport energy (in this case heat energy) across a-Si. The motivation 
of this work is to understand the thermal behavior of a-Si nanostructures, especially at 
low temperatures. At these low temperatures, the wavelength of the phonons is quite 
5long compared to the system size and hence most of them travel through the 
nanostructure ballistically without any interaction. Also the assumption that the phonons 
travel through ballistically helps us to obtain the maximum limit on the thermal 
conductance of the a-Si system.  The Hamiltonian of the system is defined and followed 
by the definition of the Green’s Function, energy current and thermal conductance. The 
NEGF formalism is developed and in turn used to obtain the energy current and thermal 
conductance These solutions to the thermal conductance equation obtained through 
NEGF turn out to be very similar to the Landauer formulism [10] for electrons. The a-Si 
structures of various cross sections and lengths are simulated and the thermal 
conductance with respect to the variation in the cross section and length are compared
to physical experimental results on bulk a-Si.
1.4. Organization of the thesis
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 deals in detail with the modeling procedure 
to obtain a realistic a-Si model based upon simulated quenching and annealing 
employing the Metropolis algorithm under constant volume. Chapter 3 discusses the 
process of optimizing the structure and obtaining the force constant values through the 
General Utility Lattice Program (GULP) software. Chapter 4 describes about the 
Hamiltonian of the model and its mathematical description, followed by the NEGF 
formalism for the ballistic transport and the subsequent numerical calculation procedure 
to calculate Green’s function and thermal conductance. Chapter 5 presents an analysis 
of the results. Chapter 6 presents conclusions based upon the results obtain in the
current research work and the scope for further research in the future.
62. Modelling of Amorphous Silicon
Amorphous Silicon (a-Si) is one variant of silicon. Silicon atoms generally possess 
tetrahedral bonding with one another. However unlike Crystalline Silicon (c-Si), a-Si 
does not have a long range order of these tetrahedral atoms with quite a few of its atoms 
being either under coordinated (with 3 bonds) or over coordinated (with 5 bonds).  The 
important aspects for modeling of a-Si are
i. Defining an algorithm to create a-Si and 
ii. Defining the inter-atomic potential between the atoms based upon which the 
atoms position themselves with respect to their neighbors.
There are various techniques and algorithms to create a-Si and almost all of them prefer 
to create a-Si structure beginning from its crystalline counterpart. The most famous 
amongst them are the Continuous Random Network model [24, 25] and Simulated 
Annealing [11, 26]. 
2.1. Techniques to produce Amorphous Silicon Structure:
Continuous Random Network is the technique in which two tetragonal structures are 
moved with respect to one another. The resultant structure is one in which every atom 
retains its tetragonal bonding with 4 neighbors, but these bonds are twisted with respect 
to one another which disturbs the long range order that is present in c-Si.  The problem 
with this technique, however, is that it is not capable of producing under-coordinated 
atoms, (i.e., the presence of dangling bonds where an atom have only 3 neighbors and 
results in one of its electrons not being covalently bonded to other atoms) or over-
coordinated atoms (where the atoms have more than 4 atoms in their vicinity) that are 
generally observed in physical samples of a-Si. 
7Simulated annealing is a computer simulation tool that can be used to overcome the lack 
of under- and over-coordinated atoms in simulation using continous random network 
technique. In this process, the c-Si model is heated to a very high temperature (to the 
order of 3000K to 6000K which melts the c-Si). The system is computationally 
equilibrated at this high temperature. Upon equilibration, the melted silicon is quenched 
rapidly to a temperature below the melting temperature. The quenched material is then 
annealed at this lower temperature to remove excess defects of under coordination and 
over coordination, which in turn reduces the energy of the system as well. The annealing 
is continued until the specific heat of the system produced is very close to that of actual 
a-Si. This in turn would ensure that the structure that is formed is indeed a-Si. Molecular 
Dynamics and Monte Carlo are the two important methods used to implement simulated 
annealing. Amongst them Monte Carlo Algorithm is used in this work.
2.2 Metropolis Algorithm and Stillinger Weber (S-W) force field:
Though a few initiatives have been done before to model a-Si using Simulated 
Annealing[11, 25], curiously no attempt to date has been made to produce an a-Si model 
using Monte Carlo simulation employing a constant volume specimen (i.e., the volume of 
the specimen doesn’t expand or contract with the rise and decrease in the its 
temperature) . Hence this methodology of producing a-Si has been implemented in this 
current research work.  The Metropolis algorithm (one of the variations of the Monte 
Carlo method) [22] is implemented in this work. According to this algorithm, an atom is 
randomly picked and moved. If this movement causes a reduction in the energy of the 
whole system, then the move is accepted with 100% probability. If the move results in an 
increase of the system’s energy then the move is accepted with a smaller probability.  
However this small probability is temperature dependent and increases with increasing 
temperature. In mathematical terms if EI is the initial energy of the system before the 
move and EF is the final energy of the system after the move then
If EF < EI, accept the move with 100% probability
8Else If EF > EI, then accept the move with a probability p which can be defined as
( )/( )F I bE E K Tp e− −= (2.1)
where Kb is the Boltzmann Constant and 
T is the absolute temperature (in K). 
From the above expression, it can be observed that the probability p increases with the 
increasing value of the Temperature ‘T’.
There have been a few attempts in the past to produce a-Si structure through ab-initio
Molecular Dynamics simulation [27]. However these methodologies are very 
computationally intensive and hence it is impossible to produce large models (of the 
order of hundreds of atoms) using these ab-initio techniques. But such large systems are 
essential for the analysis of the properties. In order to overcome this problem, various 
empirical inter-atomic potentials have been proposed for Si.  Stillinger Weber (SW) 
Potential [23] is one of the most successful empirical potentials which can describe the 
inter-atomic potentials for silicon. The uniqueness of the SW potential is that it can 
describe the structure of c-Si, liquid Silicon and a-Si to an acceptable approximation. 
Hence SW potential is the most suitable empirical potential for this current research 
work. The SW potential defines the inter-atomic potentials in terms of two body and 
three body interactions. Both the two and the three body potentials are dependent upon 
the inter-atomic distance. Though ideally, the potential must go to zero only at infinite 
distance, for practical modeling purposes, the cut-off distance is selected such that there 
are no interactions beyond the immediate neighbors, which again is a valid 
approximation.  In case of 3 body potential, the potential, apart from the inter-atomic 
distance, also depends upon the bond angle. The 3 body interactions goes to zero for 
tetragonal bonding (i.e., for c-Si) and have a finite value for the a-Si structure. The 2 
body interaction between two atoms i and j in S-W potential ( 2 ( )ijrν ) is mathematically 
defined to be
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where   /ijr r σ= and ijr is the inter-atomic distance between two atoms i and j.
The 3 body interaction between three atoms i, j and k in S-W potential is mathematically 
defined to be
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, then the 3 body potential goes to zero. The values of the 
various parameters used in the two and three body potentials are tabulated in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. Parameter Values used in S-W Potential
Parameter Value Parameter Value
A 7.049556277 a 1.80
B 0.6022245584 ? 21.0
p 4 ? 1.20
q 0 ? 2.16722 eV
? 0.20951 nm
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2.3 A-Si model formation procedure:
In this work, the motivation was to produce an a-Si model which is connected to c-Si 
leads.  Initially a large system of c-Si structure is produced by identifying the locations of 
the atoms in a periodic and regular fashion. Once this is done, the SW force field is 
defined between the atoms. The force field is defined such that the system is periodic in 
all three coordinates. Upon identifying the number of cells that are required to be treated 
as left and right leads, the rest of the system is subjected Constant Volume- Monte Carlo 
(CV-MC) employing Simulated Annealing governed by Metropolis Algorithm as follows. 
The c-Si central part is initially heated to a high temperature of 0.40eV (equivalent of 
about 4641K). An atom is randomly chosen and it is moved to a new location anywhere 
around its previous position. However generally it’s a good practice to move within a 
small specified distance from its previous position, which helps in easier tracking of the 
atoms. The atom moves are subjected to constraints of the Metropolis algorithm and to 
the constant volume constraints. The choosing of the atom and its new locations are 
based upon pseudo-random number generators algorithm. However care needs to be 
taken that the algorithm that is used has a uniform probability distribution.  The system is 
maintained at this high temperature until the c-Si melts and equilibrates. The 
equilibration is determined by analyzing the standard deviation in the energy of the 
successive runs. If the value of the standard deviation is small (around 0.1-0.5 eV), the 
system can safely assumed to have equilibrated.  Once the system has equilibrated, this 
equilibrated system is quenched from the high energy state (0.40eV) to that of the lower 
energy level (0.05eV). The quenching is initially very rapidly until 0.20eV (equivalent to 
that of 2300K, which is closer to the melting point of c-Si). Beyond this the system is 
cooled slowly until 0.10 eV and then it is cooled even slower beyond 0.10eV up to
0.05eV. At 0.05eV, the system needs to be equilibrated again. However unlike the 
previous high energy equilibration, the equilibration conditions at lower energy are far 
more stringent. The specific heat of the model is compared against that of the actual 
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value of Si (19.789 J·mol??·K??? and only if the difference is almost negligible (of the 
order of 10-2 eV), the system is assumed to have equilibrated and the simulation is 









Where E - average energy of the system over a certain number of runs, 
bK - Boltzmann Constant and T is the Temperature of the system (in K)
2.4 Visualization and Structural properties of a-Si:
The above procedure is implemented in FORTRAN. A c-Si structure which has 20 unit 
cells in x direction, 3 unit cells in y direction and 2 unit cells in the z direction (20*3*2) is 
initially plotted and provided with the S-W force field. Three repeating units (3*3*2) in the 
left and the same number of repeating units in the right are identified as the left and the 
right leads. The need for 3 repetition units for the leads will be dealt in detail in Chapter 
4.  The rest of the unit cells in the center (14*3*2) are treated to be central part. This 
central part is now subjected to CV-MC quench to create a-Si. A [100] view of the initial 
c-Si structure and the final structure comprising of the a-Si central part and the c-Si left 
and right leads are shown in Fig.2.1(a) and Fig.2.1(b) respectively.
Fig. 2.1.(a) Structure of c-Si encompassing a central part of 14*3*2 unit cells and a left and right 
lead of 3*3*2 unit cells
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Fig. 2.1.(b.) Structure of a-Si encompassing a central part of 14*3*2 unit cells quenched using 
CV-MC quench and a left and right lead of 3*3*2 unit cells
A large number of models for the a-Si were generated using the above mentioned 






Other systems such as cross section area 2*2 (14*2*2, 19*2*2 and 24*2*2,) and cross 
section area 3*2 (9*3*2, 19*3*2 and 24*3*2) are also simulated to analyze thermal 
conductance properties that are discussed in detail in Chapter 5. The numbers indicates 
the number of unit cells in the x, y and z directions respectively of the c-Si system which 
was computationally heated and then quenched to create a-Si. In order to determine if 
the structure that is produced is indeed represents a true a-Si structure, these models 
are tested based upon three important criteria. They are the radial distribution function, 
the coordination number and the bond angle distribution.
2.4.1 Radial Distribution Function
The radial distribution function (RDF), g(r), describes how the density of surrounding 
matter varies as a function of the distance from a particular point.  By calculating RDF, 
the average density of a solid or liquid at a particular distance at r denoted as ???? can be 
calculated as
13
( ) ( )*r g rρ ρ= (2.8)
where ?? ??? ???? ???????? ???????? ??? ???? ?????? ??? ??????? ?????? ??????????????? ???? ?adial 
distribution function is a useful tool to describe the structure of a system, particularly of 
liquids and amorphous solids. The Fourier transform of the Radial Distribution Function 
is called the Structure Factor. This can be compared against the experimental data that 
is obtained from an amorphous system using x-ray diffraction or neutron diffraction. And 
if a model is able to match more or less with the experimental values, then such a model 
is termed to be a reasonable approximation of the actual amorphous material.  Fig 2.2(a) 
shows the output of the Material Studio Visualizer for a 6*5*5 system. Fig 2.2.(b) shows 
the comparison of the g(r) for the 6*5*5 system obtained through CV-MC quench against 
the g(r) value obtained by Ishimaru etal [11] who had obtained a good match of their 
structure factor on comparison with experimental results. From Fig.2.2(b), it can be seen 
that the position of peak of the g(r) is almost identical for both the cases, however the 
peak of the reference is quite high compared to the current work, also the valley that is 
produced in the g(r) of the reference [11] is much deeper compared to the current work. 
Also the second and the third peak are almost similar in both the cases.
Four main reasons could be attributed to the variation between two works especially for 
the first peak and the valley. 
• The first is that the temperature used in Ishimaru etal is 500K, while that used in 
this current work is around 580 K (corresponding to 0.05 eV). Even in Ishimaru 
etal, the g(r) peak value is found to increase with decreasing temperature and so 
does the depth of the valley that follows the first peak [11]. 
• Another reason could be that most of the atoms discussed in reference [11] 
either have a coordination number of 4 or 5. But the current work is a more 
realistic depiction of the a-Si system as it also portrays the dangling bond 
situation (i.e., atoms with coordination number 3). This might be a strong reason 
for the reduced value of g(r) peak. 
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Fig 2.2(b) Radial Distribution Function g(r) comparison for CV-MC Quench (current work) against 
the Ishimaru etal [5] work.
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• The third reason is the variation in cooling rate, while the cooling rate of Ishimaru 
etal is of order of 1012 K/sec with a time step of 0.002ps using Molecular 
Dynamics simulation. However if we could equate and compare the number of 
steps moved in reference [5] and the present work, the cooling rate of the current 
work is slightly higher of the order of 1013 K/sec. This variation might also cause 
a change in the g(r) structure. 
• Finally apart from the above mentioned reasons, the different equilibrating 
temperatures (3500K in reference [11] and 4641.80K in present work) and 
quenching temperatures (500 K in reference [11] and 580K in present work) 
might also cause a variation in the structure and hence variation in g(r).
RDF for an amorphous system unlike its crystalline counterpart does not have unique 
exact values, since different samples might have different atomic orientations and 
different amounts of defects. Hence for different samples only a qualitative comparison 
comprising of peaks and the valleys can be obtained for the amorphous systems. For 
example a-Si structure must have 3 peaks with each of them smaller than the preceding 
one, with the first peak having a deep valley. Also apart from ensuring that the model is 
a precise representative of the actual a-Si system, the RDF value helps us to set the cut 
off distance for the calculation of the coordination number distribution and for the bond 
angle distribution. This value is characterized by the first minimum value in RDF. This 
value in this particular work is around 2.95 Ao which is close to the values obtained by
previous results [26]. 
2.4.2 Coordination Number
The coordination number of an atom is defined to be the number of the nearest 
neighbors present around the atom. In case of c-Si, the bonding is tetragonal and hence 
almost all the atoms have a coordination number of 4. While in case of a-Si, although 
predominantly the coordination number is 4, dangling bonds are often observed in a-Si 
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which is generally pacified using hydrogen [28].   Also Keires and Tersoff [26] had shown 
that the formation energy of a 5 fold coordinated atom (over coordinated atom) is lesser 
compared to a dangling bond. The previous modeling attempts [29, 11] had been able to 
produce only 4 coordinated and 5 coordinated a-Si structure. In this work, based upon 
the above algorithm, we were able to obtain on an average 73-75% of 4 coordinated 
atoms and the rest comprising of 3 coordinated and 5 coordinated atoms. The number of 
atoms with a coordination number of 3 was slightly higher than the 5 fold coordinated 
atoms which made the average coordination number to be slightly less than 4. The 
distribution of the coordination numbers of different samples is shown in Fig 2.3
2.4.3 Bond Angle Distribution
Another important structural parameter that needs to be considered is the bond angle 
distribution between the neighbor atoms in the a-Si structure. The bond angle is 
calculated for all the a-Si atoms. Upon calculating the bond angle of all the atoms, the 
mean value and the standard deviation value is computed and compared against the 
values of the previous works as shown in Table 1. Based upon the results obtained, it 
can be seen that the mean angle of a-Si is slightly lesser than that of the tetrahedral 
angle of c-Si. The analysis of the values obtained from this particular method show that 
the mean angle is slightly lesser than that computed in the previous values and the 
standard deviation is marginally higher than the previous results. These variations can 
be attributed due to the presence of both the 3 and 5 coordinated atoms apart from the
4-coordinated atoms, unlike the previous results which had been able to produce only 5 
coordinated atoms. 
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Fig.2.3. Coordination Number Distribution in a-Si samples
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Different models of a-Si structure were produced using Constant Volume Monte Carlo 
Technique (CV-MC). The radial distribution function, coordination number and the bond 
angle values of these a-Si structures indicate that these models indeed are a realistic 
depiction of an actual a-Si structure. Hence these structures could be used for 
calculating the force constants and in turn the thermal properties of a-Si.
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3. General Utility Lattice Program (GULP) 
3.1 GULP Introduction
GULP is a UNIX based program developed and distributed by iVEC, Australia [35, 36]. It 
is capable of performing a variety of simulations on the materials in 1D, 2D and 3D. The 
default boundary condition in GULP is the periodic boundary condition. The uniqueness
of GULP program is that, it focuses on the analytical solutions by using lattice dynamics 
wherever possible instead of the Molecular Dynamics. GULP has been used in a variety 
of problems such as Energy minimization, Transition states, Crystal properties, defects 
etc. GULP can also handle a variety of force fields including the 2 body and the 3 body 
SW potential. Hence this program can be used in the current work in order to calculate 
the force constants and also to analyze the optimization of the structure of a-Si.
3.2 GULP data input format:
GULP can be used to examine the optimization of the a-Si structure and to calculate the 
force constants. In order to this we need to prepare the input file. The input file consists 
of the atom type (in this case Si), its corresponding coordinates (in fractional coordinates 
or in Cartesian coordinates), the force fields and the other necessary commands. A 
sample input file which had been used to analyze the optimization of 14*3*2 and to 
calculate its corresponding force constants can be seen in the Fig 3.1 and Fig.3.2 
respectively.  The data input for the GULP to optimize the structure and to calculate the 
force constants can be summarized by the following steps
• The opti prop keyword indicates the action that the GULP program needs to 
optimize the properties of the current a-Si system. The phon keyword indicates 
that the GULP program would calculate the phonon properties of the current 
system.
• The title of the current program file can be given between the title and end 
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keyword.
• This is followed by the information of the structure of a three-dimensional system. 
This comprises of three important pieces of information of the repetitive unit cell, 
the fractional or Cartesian coordinates and the type of atoms that is being used.
o The unit cell can be described as the cell parameter which is generally 
recommended or as cell vectors. In the cell parameter, the first three 
values comprises of the length of the vectors (magnitude in Angstrom), 
the next three values indicate the angle between the vectors. In this 
particular case, the cell vectors are chosen to be the entire system, since 
the unit cells are not well defined in case of a-Si.
o The coordinates of the atoms can be given either in terms of fractional 
coordinates or in terms of Cartesian coordinates (in Angstrom).
o The atom type is then specified by its chemical symbol and then it is 
followed by the value of the coordinates of the atoms in the x, y and z 
directions. Other details such as charge (which is 0 in this current work 
since the thermal conductance is assumed to be only through phonons), 
the site occupancy (which is by default 1.0), the ion radius (this is needed 
only for breathing shell model and the value defaults to 1.0) and finally the 
3 flags to identify if the particular atom can be moved in the 3 coordinates 
or not (0-fixed, 1-vary) can also be included in the same above mentioned 
order.
• The optimization of the particular structure can be done under constant pressure 
condition (conp), constant volume condition (conv) or alternatively, the atoms that 
can be moved can be specified by using the flags for x, y and z direction. In this 
particular example, since the entire system comprises of the a-Si structure and 
the leads that are connected to it, we use the third method of specifying which 
atoms can be moved using the flags.
• Also apart from coordinates and the flags, we can also specify the other values 
such as the charge (which is not required in present work as the thermal 
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conductance is assumed only to be because of phonons), the site occupancy 
(default value is 1.0) and the ionic radius for breathing shell model (again not 
used in this current work).
• Upon specifying the details of the atoms, the S-W force field is specified using 
sw2 (2 body S-W potential) and sw3 (3 body S-W potential) keywords. Also all 
the values of the parameters and the maximum and minimum radius are to be 
specified in the force field.
• Finally the file name into which the force constants and the other phonon 
properties needs to be written is specified using output frc ‘filename’ command.
3.3 Optimization of a-Si structure using GULP:
The a-Si coordinates obtained due to the Constant Volume – Monte Carlo (CV-MC) 
quenching is fed into the GULP in an appropriate input form (as in Fig 3.1). GULP now 
tries to optimize the structure based upon the condition of minimal strain value 
experienced by the structure.  The Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) method 
employing the Inverse Hessian Matrix optimizer [31] is used by GULP in order to 
optimize the structure. The energy for the different input structure obtained from the CV-
MC quench and that obtained from the GULP is compared against one another and 
against the c-Si structure as shown in Table 3.1. Now based upon the results, it can be 
seen that, the energy variation between CV-MC technique and the GULP is very less of 
the order of few eV. Also the energy values of both the techniques are higher compared 
to the c-Si structure. This is consistent with the S-W potential which provides a very low 
energy for the c-Si structure. Also the position of the atoms is analyzed and it is found 
that the variation in the position of the atoms is almost negligible. Hence based upon the 
optimization employed by the GULP, we can state that the final structure obtained by 
CV-MC quench is highly optimized.
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Table 3.1. Comparison of the energy of a-Si (obtained by CV-MC and GULP) and c-Si energy.
Model Energy (in eV)
a-Si (CV-MC) a-Si (GULP) c-Si
14*3*2 -2842.157 -2848.436 -3016.771
9*2*2 -2023.570 -2032.221 -2080.532
6*4*4 -3357.511 -3365.342 -3606.255
6*5*5 -5166.246 -5177.372 -5634.774
3.4 Calculation of Force Constants:
The force constant (also called as the spring constant) is defined as the second 
derivative of the potential energy in a system comprising of n atoms interacting linearly 










where ijU is the potential between two atoms i and j and ix and jx are the positions of 
the two atoms i and j
Calculation of the force constant for a particular structure is indispensable, because 
these force constants need to be fed as input to the Hamiltonian encompassing the 
leads and the junction to calculate the thermal conductance in the Nonequilibrium 
Green’s function scheme, which would be dealt more elaborately in Chapter 4. Manual 
calculation of the force constants is extremely cumbersome and computationally 
expensive as we need to calculate the second derivative of the energy. GULP however 
is extremely useful in this case as it calculates the force constant for the system in a 
precise manner and in a very short frame of time. The code to calculate the force 
constants is shown in Fig 3.2. The keyword phon calculates all the relevant phonon 
properties of the a-Si structure that is fed into the GULP. Different phonon properties 
such as the force gradients, gradient strain and force constant are calculated. The 
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command output frc ‘filename’ creates the file with the name specified in ‘filename’ and 
writes all these phonon properties into the mentioned file. Amongst them we are only 
interested in the force constant (in eV/Ang2). The force constants are written in a special 
sequence in GULP. For a three dimensional system comprising of n atoms, the force 
constants are written in 3n2 rows with each row comprising of 3 columns. Here the value 
starts with x coordinate of 1st atom (1x) compared first against x, y and z coordinates of 
the first atom (1x, 1y, 1z). This is then followed by 2x, 2y, 2z up to nx, ny, nz. Now after this 
the y coordinate of the 1st atom (1y) is compared and so on until the z coordinate of the 
nth atom (nz) is compared against x, y and z coordinate of the n
th atom (nx, ny, nz).
For the ease of calculation of the force constants, the whole system comprising of the 
central a-Si structure, the left and right leads made up of c-Si (of 3 repetitive cells). Now 
based upon the number of atoms in the leads and in the center and based upon the cut 
off distance for interaction, the force constant obtained from the GULP are rewritten into 
four separate files called center.dat, lead_left.dat, lead_right.dat, vlcr.dat. The need of 
this form of separation of force constant values into different files would be elaborated in 
a more detailed fashion in the next chapter in the discussion of the numerical 
implementation of the NEGF formulism. 
Thus GULP had been an extremely useful tool in this particular research work, as it had 
helped to scrutinize optimal nature of the a-Si structure obtained through CV-MC quench 
technique. Also apart from that, it had also helped to save a lot of computational effort by 
calculating the force constants of the a-Si system with very less computational effort.
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Fig 3.1 GULP input for optimizing the a-Si 14*3*2 system with three repetitive units (i.e., 3*3*2) in 
the left and the right lead respectively.
opti prop
title
a-Si 14*2*2 silicon test file
end
cell
108.6190 16.29285 10.8619 90.000000  90.000000 90.000000 0 0 0 0 0 0
cartesian
Si        0.00000      0.00000      0.00000   0.00000   1.00000   0.00000   0   0   0
Si        0.00000     5.43095      0.00000   0.00000   1.00000   0.00000   0   0   0
Si        0.00000     10.86190      0.00000   0.00000   1.00000   0.00000   0   0   0
.......................
.......................
Si      17.65059     14.93511      1.35774   0.00000   1.00000   0.00000   1   1   1
Si      17.65059      1.35774      9.50416   0.00000   1.00000   0.00000   1   1   1
Si      17.67999      4.13654      1.67166   0.00000   1.00000   0.00000   1   1   1
......................
......................
Si     107.26126      9.50416      9.50416   0.00000   1.00000   0.00000   0   0   0
Si     104.54578     12.21964      9.50416   0.00000   1.00000   0.00000   0   0   0
Si     107.26126     14.93511      9.50416   0.00000   1.00000   0.00000   0   0   0
sw2
Si core Si core 15.277947 2.0951 11.603192 &
0.000000 3.77118
sw3
Si core Si core Si core 45.51162 109.471220 &
2.51412 2.51412 0.000000 3.77118 0.000000 &
3.77118 0.000000 3.77118
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Fig.3.2.GULP code to calculate the force constant properties of the 14*3*2 a-Si structure 
produced by CV-MC quench
prop phon
title
a-Si 14*2*2 silicon test file
end
cell
108.6190 16.29285 10.8619 90.000000  90.000000 90.000000 
cartesian
Si         0.00000      0.00000      0.00000   
Si         0.00000      5.43095      0.00000   
S         0.00000     10.86190      0.00000   
.......................
.......................
Si      17.65059     14.93511      1.35774   
Si      17.65059      1.35774      9.50416   
Si      17.67999      4.13654      1.67166   
......................
......................
Si     107.26126      9.50416      9.50416   
Si     104.54578     12.21964      9.50416   
Si     107.26126     14.93511      9.50416   
sw2
Si core Si core 15.277947 2.0951 11.603192 &
0.000000 3.77118
sw3
Si core Si core Si core 45.51162 109.471220 &




4. Hamiltonian Description and NEGF Formulism
This chapter deals in detail with the description of the Hamiltonian of the system that is 
under consideration. We then define the different Green’s functions (also called as 
correlation functions) for the system. This is followed by the definition of energy current
and the thermal conductance. Next, a Non Equilibrium Green’s Function (NEGF) 
formalism is developed to solve the energy current and the thermal conductance 
equations. This formulation is very similar to that of Landauer’s formulism for electronic 
transport [10]. Finally the numerical implementation of the Green’s function and the 
calculation of thermal conductance are presented in the form of a small pseudocode.
4.1 Amorphous Silicon Junction Model
4.1.1. System Hamiltonian
The model comprises of a central region (in this case the a-Si structure) and two leads at 
its ends (the c-Si structure) which are semi-infinite along the x-direction. This is 
accomplished by treating the leads to be quasi-one-dimensional periodic lattices. Hence 
as a result, a representation of only two periodic cells of the leads can be extended to 
make them semi-infinite. Since the leads are semi-infinite, any finite amount of heat that 
is added to them will not create any variation in their temperature. Due to this reason, 
these leads act as heat baths and the entire system can be assumed to be in steady-
state condition. The mass normalized displacement of an atom in the region α (where ?
can be the Left Lead (L), Right Lead (R) or the Central Region (C)), whose degree of 
freedom j from its equilibrium position ( )ju α is given by
j j ju m x
α = (4.1)
where jm is the mass of the atom that possess the j
th degree of freedom and jx is the 
actual displacement from the equilibrium position.
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The quantum Hamiltonian of the system described above can be given by
, ,
( ) ( )L T LC C C T CR R n
L C R
H u V u u V u Hα
α=
Η = + + +∑ (4.2)
1 1
( ) ( )
2 2
T TH u u u K uα α α α αα = +& & (4.3)
where uα is the mass normalized displacement variable for the region α , uα& is the 
corresponding conjugate momentum, K α is the force constant matrix for region α , 
LCV = ( )CL TV is the coupling matrix of the left lead with the center, CRV = ( )RC TV is the 
coupling matrix of the center with the right lead, Hα is the Hamiltonian of the non 
interacting region α (i.e., when  system is in equilibrium), nH is the non linear 
interactions in the system (which is zero in this current work, since the system is 
assumed to be completely ballistic).
The force constant matrix of the full linear system encompassing the center part and the 















From the above matrix, it can be observed that there is no direct interaction between the 
left and the right leads. Also the coupling matrices LCV and CRV which describe the 
coupling between the center and the leads are symmetric. The displacement was 
normalized with mass so that the non-interacting Hamiltonian Hα could have a neat 
representation. 
4.1.2 Adiabatic Switch on
To calculate the physical quantities of the system, at any particular time, we need to 
calculate the density matrix ( ˆ( )tρ ) of the whole system at that particular time. This is 
done since the averaging of the Green’s Function is done over this density matrix. 
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The density matrix of a system describes the number of states at each energy level that 
are available to be occupied. In order to facilitate this calculation and also to ensure that 
the system reaches the steady state at time t=0, we resort to a methodology called 
Adiabatic Switch On [9].  Adiabatic Switch On is the process by which we can calculate 
the Eigen states of the system at a particular time by knowing the Eigen state of the 
system at a previous time.  According to this methodology, the leads and the center are 
assumed to be distinct and non-interacting at time t = -∞ . The Eigen state of a system 
with no interactions can be calculated. As we increase t, the interactions are slowly 
turned on such that when time t approaches zero, the interactions are completely turned 
on and the system is in steady state. This kind of switching on is called Adiabatic since 
the total Hamiltonian does not change as they are isolated from any other external 
interactions. 
The time dependent Hamiltonian of the system can be defined as
0
, ,
( ) ( ) ( ) )t t tL T LC C C T CR R n
L C R




 Η = + + + ∑ (4.5)
When the time t goes to zero, the above equation obtains a form similar to that of (4.1). 
The density matrix at the time t = -∞ is that of the pure, non interacting state which is 
denoted by ˆ( )ρ −∞ . The density matrix at any other time t=t0 is expressed as
0 0 0 0 0ˆ ˆ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )t S t S tρ ρ= −∞ −∞ −∞ (4.6)
'
( ") "
0 ( , ')
t
t
i V t dt
S t t Te
− ∫
= (4.7)
where T is the time order operator.
4.2 Green’s Function Formulism
Green’s Function, in many body theories can be defined as the correlation functions 
which define the order of the system. Most of the discussions in this part are motivated 
by references [8, 9 and 32]. A rigorous mathematical treatment of the below mentioned 
Green’s function formulism is available in reference [32]. 
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4.2.1 Green’s Function Definition
One of the important definition of Green’s Function correlation in many body theory is 
the Retarded Green’s Function ( rG ) which can be defined as [9]
( , ') ( ') ( ), ( ')r T
i
G t t t t u t u tθ  = − −  h (4.8)
Where ( )u t is the column vector comprising of the mass normalized displacement ju
α
(as shown in Eq. 4.1). The square brackets [ ] indicate the commutators and the 
angular bracket indicate the average over the density matrix ρ .  The physical 
dimension of 
rG is time. In matrix notation rG is a square matrix comprising of 
elements ( , ')r jkG t t . By definition, ( , ')
rG t t is zero when 't t≤ .  Also rG can be 
represented in the frequency domain by taking a Fourier transform of ( )rG t which can 
be defined as 





The inverse transform can be given by
[ ]1( )
2






Similar to the retarded Green’s function, five other different forms of Green’s Function 
can be defined [9] as follows
The advanced Green’s function
( , ') ( ' ) ( ), ( ')a T
i
G t t t t u t u tθ  = − −  h (4.11)
The ‘greater than’ Green’s function
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( , ') ( ) ( ')T
i
G t t u t u t> = − h (4.12)
The ‘less than’ Green’s function
( , ') ( ') ( )
TTiG t t u t u t< = − h (4.13)
The time-ordered Green’s function
( , ') ( ') ( , ') ( ' ) ( , ')tG t t t t G t t t t G t tθ θ> <= − + − (4.14)
The anti-time-ordered Green’s function
( , ') ( ' ) ( , ') ( ') ( , ')tG t t t t G t t t t G t tθ θ> <= − + − (4.15)
From the above definitions, the following relationships can be deduced between the 
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Thus from the above relationship we can observe that, out of six, only three of the 
Green’s functions are linearly independent. However in case of a steady state system 
with time translational invariance (i.e., the properties do not vary with time), the functions 
rG and aG are Hermitian Conjugate of one another in the frequency domain.
†[ ] ( [ ])r aG Gω ω= (4.17a)
Thus there is only two linearly independent Green’s Functions present in case of a 
steady state condition. There are also other equivalent relationships in the frequency 
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(4.17b)
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From the above equations, it can be observed that we need to only compute the positive 
frequency part of the functions.
In case of thermal equilibrium, there is an additional equation relating rG and G< .









Where ( )f ω is the Bose-Einstein Distribution function which describes bosons (phonon 
is a kind of boson) at temperature 1/ ( )BT k β= . Thus in equilibrium we have only one 
linearly independent Green’s function. In such case of equilibrium, the leads and the 





T TH u u u Ku= +& & (4.20)
For such a system, the retarded Green’s Function is given by [32]
2 1[ ] [( ) ]rG i I Kω ω η −= + − (4.21)
Where I is the identity matrix
K is the force constant matrix and
η is a very small positive number where 0η +→
From the above relation it can be observed that [ ]rG ω must be a symmetric matrix 
since K is symmetric.
4.2.2. Contour Order Green’s Function
The contour order Green’s function ( , ')G τ τ is a convenient way of treating different 
Green’s function within a single formalism [9]. The different Green’s function that can be 
represented under the Contour order Green’s function is provided in Table 4.1. The 
arguments τ and 'τ of the contour order Green’s Function are on the complex time
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plane instead of the real time plane as in the previously defined Green’s functions. Here 
in this case the contour runs from −∞ to +∞ slightly above the real axis, loops back at 
+∞ to slightly below the real axis and then runs until −∞ .  A diagrammatic 
representation of the same is shown in Fig. 4.1. The contour ordered Green’s function 
can be mathematically defined as
'
0
( , ') lim ( , ' ')G G t i t iσσ
ε
τ τ εσ εσ+→= + + (4.22)
where   σ , 'σ =±1 and ε is a small positive value by which contour runs above and 
below the real axis.
Fig.4.1.Diagrammatic representation of Contour Order Green’s function
Table 4.1 Relationship between Contour Ordered Green’s Function and the other Green’s 
Functions
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4.2.3 Thermal Conductance formulism
The thermal current ( ( )J t ) can be defined as the energy transferred from the heat 
source (left lead in this case) to the junction in unit time. Mathematically the thermal 
current can be defined as 
( )
( ) [ ( ), ] [ ( ), ( )]L L L LC
dH t
J t i H t H i H t V t
dt
= − = = (4.23)
The square brackets are the commutators and the last term in the equation is obtained 
because the Hamiltonian of the Left lead commutes with all the terms except LCV . By 
using Heisenberg’s equation of motion, it has been shown previously that [32]
( ) [ ( ), ( )] ( ) ( )T LCL L LC L CJ t i H t V t u t V u t= = & (4.24)
The average current J that flows from the left lead onto the central part is given by
( ) ( )T LCL L CJ u t V u t= & (4.25)
However u and u& are related to one another in the Fourier space as [8]
[ ] [ ]u i uω ω ω= −& (4.26)
The expectation value in this case can be expressed in terms of Green’s Function G<
between the left lead and the center part as
( , ') ( ')( ( ))
TL C T
CLG t t i u t u t
< = − (4.27)
Based upon the above two relationships J can be rewritten in Fourier space as
[ ]
1
[ ] [ ]
2
1
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2
1
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The Contour Ordered Green’s Function that relates the left lead and the central junction 
can be rewritten in terms of individual Green’s functions of center and lead as [32]
( , ") ( , ') ( ', ") 'CL CC CL L
C
G G V g dτ τ τ τ τ τ τ= ∫ (4.29)
Where ( ', ")Lg τ τ indicates the Green’s function of the left lead in thermal equilibrium.
Langreth Theorem defines the relationship between functions in the frequency domain 
based upon their relationship in the contour integral time space. If
( , ') ( , ) ( , ')
C
A t t B t C t dτ τ τ= ∫ (4.30)
Using Langreth Theorem, the above contour integral can be rewritten as [32]
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]r aA B C B Cω ω ω ω ω< < <= + (4.31)
Using Equation (4.31) in Equation (4.29) we get
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]r CL CL aCL CC L CC LG G V g G V gω ω ω ω ω
< < <= + (4.32)
Substituting Eq. (4.32) in (4.28) we get
1
( [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ])
2
ar
L CC CCL L
CL LC
L L
J T r G G d
V g V









Where L∑ is called the Self Energy of the Left Lead. Since the whole system is 
assumed to be in a steady state, no energy is allowed to be built up within the center 
and the energy current must be conserved. Hence the energy current that is transmitted 
from the left lead to the center must be equal to that transmitted from the center to the 
right lead i.e. L RI I= − . Also the value of the energy current (I) must be real. This can be 




4 L L R R
I J J J J= + + + (4.34)
Substituting Eq. (4.33) in the above equation and applying (4.17b) we get
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= − ∑ −∑ + Γ −Γ
Γ = − =
=
∫
∑ ∑ ∑ (4.35)
Where [ ]fα ω is the Bose-Einstein Distribution function in the regionα , which describes 
bosons (phonon is a kind of boson) at temperature 1/ ( )BT k β= . For notational 
simplicity, the ‘C’ term indicating the central region and the [ ]ω term that accompanies 
all the functions within the Tr( ) function has been dropped in the energy current 
equation. The equation for current (I) in (4.35) can be rewritten completely in terms of 
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 − Γ Γ + Γ Γ + =  
Γ Γ − Γ − ∑ Γ −Γ  
∫ (4.36)


























To take the limit 0T∆ → , we introduce the variational derivatives. A variational 
derivative of a function Λwith respect to temperature T in this particular system can be 
given as
0













The difference in the numerator is the value of a function when the two leads are at a 
different temperature ( , )L RT T and that of the value of the function when the leads are at 
equilibrium (i.e. when they are at the same temperature L RT T T= = ).
Upon introducing this variational derivative for the Green’s function, self energies and for 
the Bose-Einstein Distribution in the Energy current Eq. (4.36), we can express the 
















Where [ ]ωΤ% is called the effective transmission coefficient of the system which is 
defined as
1 1 1 1
[ ]
2 2 2 2
r a a r
L n R L R nTr G S G Tr G G Sω
      Τ = Γ + Γ − Γ + Γ Γ + Γ +      
      
%
(4.41)
The non linear interactions that had been assumed in the original Hamiltonian are 
expressed in terms of nΓ and S whose values are found to be
1










Γ = ∑ − ∑
  ∑ ∑ ∑ ∂ = − −    ∂   
(4.42)
The above equation is the generalized formulation of the Caroli’s Formula [33]. However 
in this particular work we have assumed the absence of any non-linear interactions and 
hence by setting the values of nΓ and S to be zero, we get the effective transmission 
coefficient value [ ]ωΤ% to be
1 1
[ ] ( ) ( )
2 2
r a a r
L R L RTr G G Tr G GωΤ = Γ Γ + Γ Γ% (4.43)
( )Tr is an invariant function which does not depend of the order of matrix 
multiplication. Hence
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[ ] ( )r aL RTr G GωΤ = Γ Γ% (4.44)
[ ]ωΤ% determines the ability of phonons of particular frequency to transmit across the 
system. The higher the value of [ ]ωΤ% , the better is the chance for transmission and 
?????? ??????? ??? ???? ?????? ??? ???????? ???????????? ????? The above equation is an 
equivalent of Caroli’s Formula for phonon transport in materials. The values of   αΓ and 
rG are given by
( )


















Since the system is in the steady state, the 
aG can be obtained by the relation between 
aG and rG as described by Eq. (4.17a). The rg is the equilibrium retarded Green’s 
function of the center whose value is specified in Eq. (4.21) and 
r
α∑ is the self energy of 
the leads whose value is specified in Eq. (4.33)
4.3. Programming and Numerical Implementation of the NEGF.
4.3.1 Surface Green’s Function
The formulism of Green’s function that was derived before must be implemented 
???????????? ??? ??????? ?????????? ??????? ??? ???????? ???????????? ????? ? ???? ????????????
Green’s function of the leads otherwise called as Surface Green’s function
rgα is 
required for the calculation of Self Energy of the leads. Although the force constant 
matrix of the leads are semi-infinite matrices, only the corner set of atoms which interact 
with the center needs to be calculated. This is based on the assumption of the tight bind 
approach according to which, the atoms interact only with its immediate neighbor atoms. 
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The force constant values of these corner atoms can be expressed in terms of three sub 
matrix elements ( )00 11 01, ,k k k . 00k is the force constant of the block of atoms that are 
immediately adjacent to that of the center. 11k is the block of atoms adjacent to 00k . 
( )01 10
T
k k= is the force constant of the interaction between the block of atoms in 00k
and in 11k . These sub matrix elements in turn would constitute the entire force constant 
matrix of the semi-infinite leads ( ),L RK K . 00k forms the first element of the matrix and 
11k , ( )01 10
T

























Theoretically the calculation of the equilibrium retarded Green’s function from such a 
semi-infinite matrix must take an infinite time. However for numerically calculation; the 
calculation is stopped upon the convergence of the green’s function value below a very 
small tolerance valueε .
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
The procedure mentioned below describes briefly about the steps involved in calculation 
of the thermal conductance.
1. The initialized program is fed in with four different files (center.dat, lead_left.dat, 
lead_right.dat and vlcr.dat) would contain the force constant values of the left and right 
leads, the center part and the interaction of the leads with the center part. The details of 
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these files and the size of matrices that are encompassed in each file is discussed in 
detail in Table 4.2
2. Upon reading the input files, the Surface Green’s function 
rgα is calculated for both the 
leads as specified in the previous section. And the equilibrium advanced green’s function 
agα which is the Hermitian conjugate of the Surface green’s function is also calculated.
3. Upon calculation of
rgα and 
agα , the self-energy of both the leads 
r C r LV g Vα αα α∑ =
and 
a C a LV g Vα αα α∑ = are calculated. 
4. The retarded and advanced Green’s function are calculated based upon their 
relationship with the self-energy of the leads 
† 2 1[ ] [ ] [( ) ]r a r rC L RG G i I Kω ω ω η
−= = + − −∑ −∑ , 
where CK is the force constant matrix of the center.
5. The [ ] ( [ ] [ ])
r a
iα α αω ω ωΓ = −∑ ∑ is now calculated based upon the calculation of the 
self energies of the leads.
6. The effective transmission coefficient [ ] ( )r aL RTr G GωΤ = Γ Γ% is now calculated 
upon the values that are obtained for rG , LΓ , 
aG and RΓ .







8. Calculate the thermal conductance of the system by using its relation 
0
1 [ ]











. Here in this case, we repeat step 1 to 7 for different 
value of frequency ω and then perform a numerical integration over the frequency 
domainω . It is impossible to numerically calculate the conductance for ω extending up 
to infinity. Hence an upper limit for the frequency ω is set based upon the value that we 
obtain for the effective transmission coefficient [ ]ωΤ% . If the value of [ ]ωΤ% for a particular 
40
ω is below a very small threshold value 'ε , the ω value is taken to be the upper cutoff 
limit and the frequency above this particular frequency is neglected from the numerical 
integration.
The above mentioned procedure was implemented using a FORTRAN program. The 
numerical results obtained from the program are discussed in detail in the next chapter.
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Table 4.2. Description of the four different force constant files generated from GULP
File Name No. of 
Matrices
Description
lead_left.dat 3 This file consists of the K00, K11 and K10 matrices of 
the atoms present in the left lead. If one repetitive 
cell of the left lead comprises of n1 atoms, then the 
size of each of the three matrices are 3*n1×3*n1
lead_right.dat 3 This file is exactly the same as that of lead_left.dat, 
except that it consists details of the atoms of the 
right lead
center.dat 1 This file consists of a single matrix comprising of all 
the force constant of atoms in the center part. If 'n2' 
is the number of atoms in the center part, then the 
size of the matrix is of the order of 3*n2×3*n2
vlcr.dat 2 This file consists of two matrices (VLC and VCR). The 
first matrix (VLC) consists of the force constants of 
the atoms in the center part that interact with the 
adjacent atoms in left lead, which in turn is 
determined by cut off distance. If n1 is the number of 
atoms in one of the repetitive units of left lead and 
'n0' is the number of atoms in center part interacting 
with the left lead, then the matrix  VLC is of the size 
3*n1×3*n0. 
Similarly we can define the second matrix (VCR)
which consists of the force constants of atoms in the 
center interacting with the adjacent atoms in the 
right lead. It must also be noted that VLC and VCR can 
have different size of matrices due to the amorphous 
nature of the center part.
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5. Results and Discussions
5.1. Thermal Conductance ??? analysis:
5.1.1. Thermal Conductance of c-Si structure
???? ???????????? ??? is first analyzed for c-Si systems with ballistic transport. The 
???????? ???????????? ???? ??? ?-Si nano-wires have been researched before [7, 10, 34]. 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-Si 
structure first and then making a direct comparison with the literature values. Hence the 
?? ???? ?????? ??????????? ???? ?-Si phase of 14*3*2 structure and the values are directly 
compared against the data for ballistic transport in c-Si nano-wires available in literature 
[34]. The value of the c-Si phase is compared with the values existing in literature [34]. 
The compared values are shown in Fig.5.1. It can be observed from the Fig 5.1 that the 
qualitative patterns of both the values are almost the same. The values are lower at low 
temperature regime and then it increases at high temperature regime and then beyond 
certain high temperature, they increase very slowly at very high temperatures. The 
variation in quantitative value between the two systems can be attributed to the fact that 
the reference [34] ??????????????????????????????? ?????? ?????????? ????????????? ???????
The other possible reasons could be as follows.
• A different force field (Tersoff potential) was used in reference [34] instead of S-W 
potential.  
• The c-Si nano-wire that was used in reference [34] was circular while the one used in the 
current work is rectangular in shape which might have contributed to variation in the 
values of the thermal conductance. 
• Also there is a considerable variation in the effective area (of the order of 5 (Aº) 2) which 
might also contribute to the variation in the thermal conductance. 
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The systems that are analyzed in this work are considered to be ballistic. Hence the 
?????????? ??? ???? ???????? ???????????? ???? ??? ???? ?-Si system with the variation in the 
length of the system is negligible. This phenomenon can be observed from Fig 5.2, 
whe????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????It can be 
observed that though the second system is less much smaller in length of the first 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????e. 
???????? ???? ?? ??????? ??? ???? ?-Si structures are found to increase with the increasing 
cross section. This is due to the fact that there are more atoms and hence more phonon 
modes available for the phonons to propagate. This difference is especially high at high 
temperatures where all the phonon modes get activated. This can be observed from 
???????? ?????? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?-Si of 9*2*2 is plotted against that of 9*3*2. It can be 
???????????????????????9*3*2 is higher compared to that of 9*2*2.
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5.1.2. Thermal Conductance of a-Si structure
The thermal conductance (??? ??? ???? ?-Si nano-wires is now analyzed. The thermal 
conductance of the value of the a-Si phase is now compared against the c-Si phase of 
the 14*3*2 system as shown in Fig 5.4. It can be observed from the Fig 5.4 that the 
thermal conductance of a-Si structure is always lower compared to the c-Si structure. 
The reason is obvious which mainly due to its lack of long range order which does not 
permit the phonons to travel easily as compared to the c-Si structure. A similar pattern 
was observed in all the other systems as well. Another important thing that could be 
observed is that, below 40K, the thermal conductance of a-Si is extremely low compared 
to that of its c-Si counterpart. This can be attributed to the inability of the low energy 
vibrations (which are the dominant carriers at low temperatures) to propagate through 
such small a-Si nano-wires.  However there is no experimental evidence to validate this 
conclusion as the latest available experimental values [17] was conducted on thin films 
which is of the order of more than hundred nanometers (130 nm and 277 nm).  
????????????????????????????????????????-Si structure of all the four systems (62*2, 6*3*2, 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
increases proportionately with the increasing cross section (except in case of 6*4*4 and 
?????? ?????? ?????? ??? ?? ??????? ?????????? ???? ??????????? ??? ?? ??? ??????? ??? ???????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
6*4*4 and 6*5*5 at mid level temperatures can be attributed to the variation in the value 
of Transmission coefficient [ ]ωΤ% which would be dealt in detail in the subsequent 
section on [ ]ωΤ% . An important feature that can be observed is that unlike the other 
????????? ?????? ???? ?? ??????? ?? ???? at lower temperatures (< 40K). This can be 
attributed to the fact that the system is much bigger compared to the other systems and 
hence the properties of such system now more inclined towards the bulk properties. 
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Unlike the c-Si structure, the disorder in the a-Si structure causes a change in the value 
??? ?? ????? ??????????? ??????? ??? ???? ???????? ????? ???? ??? ??????????? ??? ???? ????? ?????? ????
probability of a phonon to get reflected back is much higher, if the length of the 
disordered system is longer. And this higher reflection in turn results in a reduced 
????????????? ????????? ?????? ???? ??????????? ??? ???? ?????? ??? ?? ???????? ?????? ???????
??????????????????? ??? ???????????????????? ????? ??????????????? ???? ???? ?????????????? ???




?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-Si systems with same cross 
section but different lengths (9*2*2, 14*2*2, 19*2*2, 24*2*2) is analyzed at different 
temperatures (100K, 200K and 300K) as shown in Fig 5.7(a), 5.7(b) and 5.7(c). The red 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ????????? ??????????????? ??? ????????????? ????????????????????????? ????? ????
figure we can see that the normalized thermal conductance of all the systems except the 
biggest system (24*2*2) follow the blue line at all temperatures. This means that the 
thermal conductance of all these systems is proportional to the length.  Conductanc????




????? ???????????????? ??? ???? ???????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
?????? ?????? ???? ???????? ????????????? ???? ??? ???????? (since the area of cross section is 
constant)?? ?????? ????? ???????? ??? ???? ?????? ????? ???? ????????????? ???? ??? ?? ?????????
irrespective of the length (except for the longest system) at a particular temperature for a 
given cross section.  
Also another interesting phenomenon that can be observed is that the proportionality 
constant ????? ??????????????? ??????????? ????????????? ???? ?? ??? ???????? ??????? ?????????
does not fall near the blue line, because the system is too long and hence the probability 
of the phonons to transmit ballistically is very l??????????? ????? ????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
A similar trend was observed in systems with area of cross section 3*2 and different 
lengths (9*3*2, 14*3*2 and 19*3*2) as shown in Fig.5.8 (a), (b) and (c). However in this 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????These observations in turn indicate that 
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???? ????????????? ???? ????? ??????? ?????????across a-Si nano-wires systems of different 




?????????????????????????-Si [17] is compared against that of the biggest system 6*5*5 as 
shown in Fig 5.9(a). Now it can be observed from the system that the conductance of the 
?????? ??? ???? ??????????????? ??? ???????????????????? ?????? ????????????????????????? ??? ????
system size. The conductivity of both the systems is compared in Fig. 5.9(b). The 
conductivity of the system 6*5*5 is lower by about the order of 10. This variation can be 
???????????????????????????????????????????????-Si nano-wires is lesser than the bulk c-Si 
????? ??????????????????? ?????? ?????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???
almost similar for both the systems, i.e., NEGF formalism does not predict presence of 
any TLS or plateau unlike the previous methods [19].  Based upon the above 
observation, we can confidently state that the current formulism to predict the thermal 
properties of a-Si is indeed qualitatively a correct representation.  
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5.2. Transmission Coefficient analysis:
The Transmission coefficient [ ]ωΤ% can be physically defined as the ability for phonons 
with the particular frequency to transmit through the system. It is an extremely important 
parameter, since it determines the range of the frequencies which can transport heat 
and their transmission capability. [ ]ωΤ% directly affects the thermal transport behavior 
????????????????????????????????????????of the particular system. The [ ]ωΤ% of two a-Si 
systems (6*5*5 and 6*4*4) comprising of different area of cross section are compared 
against one another in Fig 5.10. It can be observed from the figure that the [ ]ωΤ% of the 
low frequency phonons are almost zero in the 6*4*4 while they have a higher value in 
case of the 6*5*5. This in turn implies that the low frequency (also low energy) phonons 
have a very high possibility to get transmitted and in turn carry heat across the 6*5*5 
system than compared 6*4*4. This clearly shows the reason for the high thermal 
conductance of the 6*5*5 system at lower temperatures compared to 6*4*4 and the 
other smaller systems. Also it can be observed that the 6*4*4 system has a higher value 
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of [ ]ωΤ% for the mid range frequencies compared to the 6*5*5 system. This might in turn 
directly attribute to the crossing of the thermal conductance lines of 6*4*4 and 6*5*5 at 
the mid temperatures in Fig 5.5. However as we proceed to the very high frequencies 
which in turn have a dominant role at higher temperatures, the [ ]ωΤ% is higher for 6*5*5 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
temperatures.  Also the Transmission capability of the frequencies become almost zero 
for frequencies beyond a certain value for both the systems. This means that beyond a 
particular temperature, any increase in the system temperature will only result in a very 
small increase in thermal conductance.
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? [ ]ωΤ% for 
various systems have made us to state that NEGF formulism can indeed predict the 
thermal properties of a-Si nano-wires qualitatively to a good extent. However the 
quantitative accuracy can be verified only upon the availability of the experimental 
results for a-Si nano-wires.
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6. Conclusion
The thermal conductance of pristine a-Si nano-junctions (nano-wires) has been 
investigated in this thesis. The a-Si system was initially created using Constant Volume 
Monte Carlo (CV-MC) technique. The properties of the a-Si structure modeled were 
compared against the other values present in the literature. This comparison reveals that 
the a-Si model produced is a more realistic depiction of the actual a-Si than the previous 
modeling methods. Now these models that were produced were used to in the 
???????????? ??? ???? ???????? ???????????? ????? ???? ??????? ???? ???? ???????????? ?????
defined. This was followed by the definition of the Green’s function, the ballistic thermal 
current and the corresponding thermal conductance. Non Equilibrium Green’s Function 
(NEGF) formulism was developed based upon the assumption that the heat transport 
through the a-Si is through phonons which travel ballistically across the a-Si junction. 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
the various a-Si systems was analyzed. 
Based upon the results obtained, it can be seen that as expected the a-Si nano wires 
had a thermal conductance much lesser when compared to their c-Si counterpart. The 
?????????????????? ??????????? ????????????????????????????? ???? ???? ??????????????? ?????
compared to the smaller systems. However the most important observation of this 
parti???????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????-Si nano-wire 
systems as compared to its thicker counterparts and the corresponding c-Si structures at 
low temperatures. The reason that can be attributed to this is the inability of the phonons 
with low frequency and energy to transmit through smaller systems. This is evident from 
the analysis of the Transmission coefficient [ ]ωΤ% which indicates that the transmission 
probability of the low frequency phonons is much lower in thin a-Si nano-wires when 
compared to the thicker a-Si systems, which have a tendency towards exhibiting the bulk 
properties.  Also another interesting phenomenon that was observed from the results 
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was that the dependence of thermal conductance on (1/L) of the system (where L is the 
length of the system). This ensures that the ????????????????????? ??????? ?????-Si nano-
wires remained constant and well defined for a particular cross section irrespective of its 
length, unless the system length is too long to reflect away all the phonons and behave 
as a very poor conductor. However the conductivity of a-Si nano-wires is much smaller 
when compared to that of the bulk a-Si structures. These results has stemmed out of the 
NEGF formulism. These results match qualitatively well with the existing literature data 
on bulk a-Si and c-Si nano-wires. However the results of the a-Si nano-wires need to be 
tested in experiments in order to ensure if the results predicted by NEGF agree well 
quantitatively with that of experiments. 
???? ???????? ???????????? ???? ??? ?? ????????? ?????????? ?????????? ???? ????? ???????????
using an accurate formulism as the NEGF. The results that have been obtained from this 
research work are indeed truly exciting. However, this research is only a beginning into 
the whole exciting field. This research can in turn be extended to much larger systems 
(something that could not be carried out in this thesis for due to computational and time 
?? ?????????? ???? ??????? ????? ???? ?? ??? ??????? ?????? close to the value of the bulk a-Si 
counterpart. Also the non-linear and the diffusion effects can be implemented into the 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
( )k between the model and the actual experimental values. A different modeling 
technique such as the continuous random network (which does not produce any 
dangling bond or over coordination) could be used to produce a-Si structure. The 
??????????????????? ?????-Si system produced by these completely 2 different methods 
can be used to analyze the role that the dangling bonds and the over-coordination plays 
in shielding off the phonons, especially those with lower frequencies. Also instead of the 
square and rectangular nano-wires, cylindrical nano-wires can also be constructed and 
?????? ???? ?????????????????????????????????????? ???? ????????????????-wires which in 
turn can shed more information on the shape effects on the phonon propagation. Such 
detailed analysis of the amorphous Silicon structure would be really helpful in gaining a 
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better understanding of their thermal properties which in turn would equip us better in 
identifying its applicability in various technologies.
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REAL :: x,y,z,lat_parameter,xlimit,ylimit,zlimit,xcell,ycell,zcell, &
x_left_lim,x_right_lim,total_energy,tot_curr_energy,tot_init_energy,  &






















































IF (x_lead >= xcell) THEN




















((zlimit-silicon_current(0,0,1,k))>0.0001)) THEN  
a_si_c=a_si_c+1
a_si_renum(a_si_c)=k

































































write(*,*)'the total energy of final config is',tot_curr_energy
k=1
DO WHILE (k<=c)
WRITE(15,120)k, silicon_current(1,0,0,k), silicon_current(0,1,0,k), 
&
silicon_current(0,0,1,k)











OPEN(UNIT=25, FILE='COORDINATES', STATUS='REPLACE', ACTION='WRITE', 
IOSTAT=ierror)
!Logical Part















































































IF (n < 4) THEN
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n=n+1





























































norm_atm_dist_ij =atm_distance(i,j)/sigma   
two_body_potential_ij=0























norm_atm_dist_ik= atm_distance(i,k)/sigma  



































































REAL:: rand_x, rand_y, rand_z,rand_mc,temp_mc









rand_atom=CEILING(ran_num(j)*a_si_c) !this is a temporary fix. i must 
















IF ((rand_atom<=a_si_c) .AND. (rand_x>x_left_lim) .AND. & !01 june -





















































REAL:: tot_av_bond_en,tot_av_bond_ang,tot_av_bond_len,tot_av_coord_no,  
&
mean_av_bond_en,mean_av_bond_ang,mean_av_bond_len,mean_av_coord_no, &






























































































IF  (en_stat=='HE') THEN
IF ((sd_av_bond_en<sd_lim_en) .OR. (mc_run_no>30)) THEN  
sd_en_flag=1
END IF
ELSE IF (en_stat=='LE') THEN





IF ((sd_en_flag==1) .AND. (sd_av_bond_ang<sd_lim_ang)) THEN






IF ((mc_run_no>40) .AND. (en_stat=='HE')) THEN
sd_flag=1
END IF


























REAL,DIMENSION(2000,2000):: pc_nbm_xcomp, pc_nbm_ycomp, 
pc_nbm_zcomp,pc_nbm_atm_dist


















































































































IF ((pc_nbm_norm_dist_ij<a) .AND. (pc_nbm_norm_dist_ik<a)) THEN
pc_nbm_cos_dist_jik=(-pc_nbm_xcomp(pc_i,pc_j))*(-
pc_nbm_xcomp(pc_i,pc_k))+  &













IF ((pc_nbm_norm_dist_ij<a) .AND. (pc_nbm_norm_dist_jk<a)) THEN 
pc_nbm_cos_dist_ijk=(pc_nbm_xcomp(pc_i,pc_j))*(-
pc_nbm_xcomp(pc_j,pc_k))+  &













IF ((pc_nbm_norm_dist_ik<a) .AND. (pc_nbm_norm_dist_jk<a)) THEN
pc_nbm_cos_dist_ikj=(pc_nbm_xcomp(pc_i,pc_k))*(pc_nbm_xcomp(pc_j,pc_k))
+  &










































REAL,DIMENSION(2000,2000):: pc_nam_xcomp, pc_nam_ycomp, 
pc_nam_zcomp,pc_nam_atm_dist



















































































































IF ((pc_nam_norm_dist_ij<a) .AND. (pc_nam_norm_dist_ik<a)) THEN
pc_nam_cos_dist_jik=(-pc_nam_xcomp(pc_i,pc_j))*(-
pc_nam_xcomp(pc_i,pc_k))+  &













IF ((pc_nam_norm_dist_ij<a) .AND. (pc_nam_norm_dist_jk<a)) THEN
pc_nam_cos_dist_ijk=(pc_nam_xcomp(pc_i,pc_j))*(-
pc_nam_xcomp(pc_j,pc_k))+  &













IF ((pc_nam_norm_dist_ik<a) .AND. (pc_nam_norm_dist_jk<a)) THEN
pc_nam_cos_dist_ikj=(pc_nam_xcomp(pc_i,pc_k))*(pc_nam_xcomp(pc_j,pc_k))
+  &













































































IF ((i==a_si_renum(temp_c)) .OR. (j==a_si_renum(temp_c))) 
THEN
flag_amp=1


















































A2.1. Logic to rewrite force constant matrix into four different files 








































open(unit=10, file='a_si_15_2_2_force_const', status='OLD', 
action='READ', iostat=ierror)
open(unit=20, file='lead_left.dat', status='REPLACE', action='WRITE', 
iostat=ierror)
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open(unit=21, file='center.dat', status='REPLACE', action='WRITE', 
iostat=ierror)
open(unit=22, file='lead_right.dat', status='REPLACE', action='WRITE', 
iostat=ierror)















else if (coord_flag1==3) then
coord_flag1=1    
i=i+1   
j=1
else
write(*,*)'Error in the coord flag of first atom cnt'
end if
else
j=j+1   
end if
end do
!To write the dynamic matrix for the left lead


























write(*,*)'Error in writing K00 matrix'
end if
end do
























write(*,*)'Error in writing K11 matrix'
end if
end do

























write(*,*)'Error in writing K01 matrix'
end if
end do























write(*,*)'Error in writing Center part matrix'
end if
end do
!Logic to cut the dynamic matrix of the right lead



























write(*,*)'Error in writing K00 matrix of right lead'
end if
end do


























write(*,*)'Error in writing K11 matrix of right lead'
end if
end do



























write(*,*)'Error in writing K01 matrix of right lead'
end if
end do























write(*,*)'Error in writing V-LC matrix'
end if
end do


























write(*,*)'Error in writing V-RC matrix'
end if
end do
end program left_lead_dynamic_matrix
